?

Convention Place Rail Terminus: There would be no passenger facilities at Convention
Place. Trains would use a special track to turnback at Convention Place. Buses would use
Convention Place to stage and merge into joint operations. Westlake would be the first/last
station for passenger activity.

?

Convention Place Bus/Rail Intercept Station: There would be a passenger facility for both
buses and rail with a special track to turnback trains at Convention Place. Some bus routes
would use Convention Place to provide transfers to and from rail and stage prior to merging
into joint operations.

?

Pine Street Rail Terminus: Rail would terminate in a new tunnel under Pine Street, 600 feet
east of Eighth Avenue. Buses would use Convention Place to stage and merge into joint
operations at Eighth Avenue. Westlake would be the first/last station for passenger activity.
Figure 2.1
North Terminus Joint Bus/Rail Operating Alternatives
CPS Rail Terminus

CPS Bus/Rail Intercept Station

Pine Street Rail Terminus

2.3 Special Trackwork

Special trackwork will be provided at the northern terminus and south of the Royal Brougham
Station. At the northend, a scissors-type double crossover will accommodate the crossover and
turnaround of trains both at Convention Place and under Pine Street just east of Westlake Station.
Just south of Royal Brougham Station, a 600-foot long center pocket track with entry and exit
arrangements to the northbound and southbound tracks will provide temporary storage and/or
movement of trains from one mainline track to the other. The special trackwork will permit
single tracking of trains between Westlake Station or Convention Place Station and Royal
Brougham Station.
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separation, the model assumes the use of a signal system to govern all merge and crossing points
(see Chapter 8 for details). This rule is important because it places restrictions on operations that
had not been assumed in previous DSTT joint operations analysis.
Station-to-Station Travel
Station-to-station running times, for both bus and rail, are based on year 2000 automatic
passenger count data provided by King County Metro. Although rail vehicles can travel faster
than buses in the DSTT, the modeling was based on slower scheduled travel times for trains.
Train speeds were reduced by about one minute in each direction to optimize the use of the transit
tunnel for both buses and rail. This resulted in a larger operating window for buses. The result is
that total travel times through the DSTT increased for both trains and buses. However, because
light rail service will be starting for the first time, rail riders will not perceive the change in travel
time.
Rail and Bus Operation Schedules
As discussed in Section 2.3 (Rail Service Hours), rail headways were tested at 5, 6 and 7.5
minutes. The bus routes and associated PM peak hour volumes shown in figures 2.5 (NE 45th to
South 200th) and 2.6 (Convention Place to South 154th or South 200th) were assumed in the
modeling work.
Staging/Dispatching Assumptions for Northbound Buses at International District Station
The addition of tracks in the bus staging area at IDS reduces the number of bus lanes in the
northbound mode change area. Each lane is 240 feet long. Figure 2.8 displays the IDS staging
area in diagram form. While four 60-foot buses could technically fit in each lane, the buses
would literally be lined up tip-to-tail with no gap between them.
To allow a margin of safety so that all buses could move
off the tracks prior to a train’s arrival, it was assumed the
staging would not operate at capacity with four buses per
lane. Instead, the simulations assumed three buses per
lane or nine buses total for the northbound staging area at
IDS. Sound Transit is working with King County Metro
to determine if adding an additional lane would increase
the bus throughput at IDS.

Figure 2.8
IDS Staging Area for NB Buses

It was also assumed the signal control system would
hold all northbound (NB) buses in the staging area for
two minutes prior to a train arrival from Lander Station.
The majority of northbound buses arrive at IDS via the
E-3 busway and for a brief stretch leading to the staging
area, these buses would occupy the NB tracks.
Moreover, train operators rely on line-of-sight for bus
detection as they approach IDS.
The proposed signal controls would hold in the staging
area southbound (SB) buses from the E-3 busway and
those turning around to go north, prior to a southbound
train’s scheduled departure from IDS.
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